SYMBOLS

\( \overline{x}, x \): is lengthened

\( x \): is retroflex sound

\( \breve{x} \): is nazalised

\( \check{\breve{x}} \): is voiceless palated fricative sound

\([x]\): encloses phonetic transcription

\( /x/ \): encloses phonemic transcription

\( \{x\}\): encloses a morpheme

\( \omega \): phonologically conditioned

\( \infty \): morphologically conditioned

\( \sim \): freevariation

\( > \): becomes

\( \phi \): zero marker

\( + \): addition, with

\( / \): or

\( = \): equal to

\( \uparrow \): rising terminal

\( \downarrow \): falling terminal
—> level or suspense terminal

≠ close juncture

± with or without

0 zero

" encloses gloss

* has undernote

Capital letters in the transcribed data indicate Retroflex sounds